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US-OH NOOOOOOOOOO

The story of the day is the May WTI implosion, the blame for which is now widely believed to

fall at the feet of the oil ETF, United States Oil (USO). 

 

Here is an excellent article from Forbes on the subject which I am sharing in full, why try to

rewrite something when it’s already been explained perfectly, right?! 

 

The U.S. Oil ETF, USO, Is The Culprit Behind Oil’s Massive Plunge

 

The culprit here is obvious. The United States Oil ETF, USO

 

According to Bloomberg, USO owned 25% of the outstanding volume of May WTI oil futures

contracts as of last week. With that contract set to expire Tuesday, the buyers of that “paper

oil” have to sell or take physical delivery at the end of May. ETFs like USO are not created to

take physical delivery of the oil contracts they hold, so in a long squeeze, the fund’s managers

—USO’s general partner/sponsor is U.S. Commodity Funds, LLC (USCF) and, according to an

8-K filed on March 30th, the administration of USO will transition from Brown Brothers

Harriman to Bank of New York Mellon, although it is unclear whether that change has been

fully implemented—have to dump oil. Regardless of who is doing the selling, front-month

futures prices have dropped more than 40% today. The June contract has also fallen, to be

sure, but by a much lower degree (it is now down $2.37/barrel to $22.36.) That decline might

be expected in the throes of the worst pandemic to have hit planet Earth in the past 100
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years. There is no economic outcome that could possibly justify single-digit prices for oil,

though, and USO‘s implosion has put the benchmark WTI crude oil futures contract on the

precipice of that benchmark today.  

 

So, as I noted about the now-defunct XIV, ETF in this Forbes column, USO works until it

doesn't work. Today it is clearly not working. 

 

The solution here is for USO’s fund administrators to dissolve it, as happened with XIV. Those

administrators made a minute change in the fund’s composition last week—shifting holdings

to the second- and third-month contracts instead of fully rolling over from the front-month

contract to the second-month contract two weeks prior to expiration——but that was merely

the proverbial shifting of the deck chairs on the Titanic. USO has outlived its usefulness, if it

ever had any.  

 

The sad thing about the trend toward ETFs is the human economic toll that can be caused by

exaggerated price swings. The U.S. oil rig count fell by 11%—the largest weekly decrease in

recent memory—in last week’s Baker Hughes BHI count. None of my oilpatch contacts is

telling me this morning that this is the bottom, either. Roughnecks and rig workers are losing

their jobs so that USCF, Bank of New York, and the fund’s distributor, ALPS, can earn their

fees on USO. 

 

How does this end? Well, COVID-19 has brought to the fore economic possibilities that would

have seemed outrageous six months ago. In my other writing platforms I have mentioned the

possibility that the Fed could start buying USO. As the Fed’s current buying remit includes

bond ETFs, LQD (high-grade) and HYG (high-yield,) I see no barrier to the Fed buying another

ETF.  

 

Aside from even more government overreach, though, the solution to low oil prices is, as they

say in Houston, low oil prices. As marginal U.S oil production drops to zero and production

curtailments by OPEC+ hit the markets, oil will once again become a scarce good as global

economies begin to recover from COVID-19 lockdowns in the second half of 2020.

Companies that store oil on a temporary basis are thus the huge winners here.  

 

As I have noted in prior Forbes columns, my firm, Excelsior Capital Partners, has enormous

proportional exposure to the oil tanker industry via holdings in Nordic American Tankers,

Navios Maritime Acquisition and Tsakos Energy Partners.  

 

There will be a day when arbitrageurs look at the act of renting a VLCC oil tanker solely to

serve as an oversized storage closet as an act of folly. Thanks to USO and the enormous

amount of contango (intermediate-term contracts are worth much more than near-term ones)

in the oil futures curve caused by the implosion of USO, today is not that day.  

 

Tomorrow sees a new day for oil traders as the May WTI futures contract expires. Anyone

who thinks that today’s plunge in the price of the front-month oil futures contract can't happen

again is solely misleading herself, though. 

 

Now, there will be people that argue against this reasoning, but to be honest, I believe they

are wrong to discount ETFs involvement. 

 

Chatting to some well-placed guys last night and an exciting theory came out about a certain,

very large, trading house gaming the USO ETF by forcing it to become so large it would be

forced to roll down and crush the market (this is the TLDR take on the idea of what may have

happened).



You can clearly see the volume spike in the EFT here; someone’s paying a lot of bro! 

 

The upshot of all this is that there’s no reason why this can’t happen again, and with Cushing

full to the brim, I’m not betting against it.

 

I’m walking back my initial plan to look at either a long in the flat price (outright) or the spreads

until the dust settles on this and some folks smarter than me can figure out what we

witnessed yesterday. 

 

This is also a great read by the very experienced physical oil trader @EnergyRosen

The financialization of oil markets meets non-commercial v. commercial meets COVID-19. A

thread….  

 

The oil futures market is a zero-sum game. For every buyer of a futures contract there needs

to be a seller. The purpose of the exchange was/is to provide a ‘regulator’ between the

buyers and sellers so that folks know their counter party will perform.  

 

Therefore, you have margin calls, the exchange needs to know that people will perform.

Participants are put into two categories: commercial & non-commercial.  

 

Commercial participants are those that use the exchange to hedge their physical product

exposure and non-commercials use the exchange to buy low & sell high. Margin requirements

are higher for non-commercials since they have nothing to offset (physical business) their

futures.  

 

What began in 2003, the financialization of the commodity markets led to historic capitulation

today in the oil market. Investors believed that oil was a proper hedge to inflation, that along

with the rise of hedge funds & money flows into commodities.  

 

The increase in non commercial participants increased commodity market volatility. While I

joke, back in the day the oil price didn’t move much intraday. It is a very small market when

compared to other markets.  

 

I find it interesting how the volatility in price dominated the oil market conversations in the

mid-2000s. In this day in age, it is simply expected.  

 

https://twitter.com/energyrosen


Many commercial players have risk parameters around their hedging practices. They need

inventory for their business, and they need to hedge that physical commodity thanks to the

volatility.  

 

Corporate governance limits how large of a hedge position is held in the front month as

expiration approaches. The amount of open interest declines the closer you get to expiration.

Fewer market participants or volume to trade results in higher volatility.  

 

Commercial players are already trying to mitigate risk so there is no need to hold a hedge in a

volatile market. Non-commercial participants enjoy that volatility, they’re speculators and the

more volatility the more opportunity there is to generate P&L.  

 

COVID-19 created an unprecedented event in the oil markets. Its halted demand, virtually

overnight. While the oil supply chain has a level of flexibility, production of wells and refinery

operations don’t simply stop. It takes time to reduce production.  

 

The demand reduction took place in such a rapid manner that the supply chain simply didn’t

have time to respond.  

 

These three themes lead to the capitulation of the WTI – May futures contract on April 20th,

2020.  

Examples of natural buyers of an expiring futures contract. 1. Get long for a one-day

speculative trade. 2. A squeeze by a commercial participant to take delivery. 3. A short

position covering. 

 

Some commercial participants that could buy a May futures contract and take delivery may

not have the ability. This doesn’t’ mean that they don’t have storage space, it just means that

their space is spoken for with future supply so they can’t take delivery of the May contract.  

 

Its a timing issue. They may already have a delivery scheduled into their tanks around the

same time that they would take delivery from the exchange.  

 

In my opinion, this was a squeeze. The longs had to offer the price to a level that was

attractive enough for someone to buy. With small volume and small open interest, it does not

take much to move the market.  

 

Open interest for May to begin the trading session was 108,593 contracts and total volume

traded was 154,052 contracts. The June contract volume today was 1,165,842. It just so

happened that the attractive price to bring in a buyer bottomed at -$40.32.  

 

This smaller volume creates higher volatility which non-commercials view as an opportunity.

With this opportunity comes great risk. Time will tell us about today’s winner and loser. 

 

We will talk about today until we die, but remember, you're only as good as what you execute. 

 

This is a fantastic explanation of the other side of the crude market to the paper side, which

USO dominates. 

 

You can now build a picture as to why too much paper crude and to little physical space

spells death for the market. 

ZEW Survey Data

Traditionally my favourite economic release to trade, no surprises then that it’s probably the

one figure I’ve made more on than any other. 

 

Today’s data will be particularly interesting given that we would expect the forward-looking



sentiment gauge to be focused on the glimmer of light at the end of the tunnel with the

prospect of CV19 restrictions being relaxed, while the ‘here and now’ of the Current

Conditions metric to print appallingly. 

 

As the stand-up geezer that is @Moved_Average notes -  

 

Out of the raft of April confidence indicators, the German ZEW investor confidence tomorrow

could well be the most interesting print given that markets appear for the most part to be

trying to look past current lockdowns to the gradual re-opening of economies last week. After

the record 58.2 point plunge to -49.5 for the headline reading, it could drop further to -50.0,

which would be the lowest since December 2011. However, with signs of stabilisation in

markets, consensus is actually looking for a slight improvement in investor confidence to a still

negative -40.5. 

 

Trading wise, my preferred way of playing ZEW is to look to the Dax, you often see one of two

things. 

 

Firstly, you will sometimes get an initial small move the wrong way, which provides a great

fading opportunity. 

 

Secondly, we can often get a lag in a move, sometimes 10 seconds, sometimes as long as a

minute, giving you plenty of time to get on. With this in mind, it’s always worth remembering

that you have to sit on the trade and let it breathe, don’t jump on if the data misses

expectations by miles, see it go a few ticks against you, panic and get out.  

 

Always worth having the Bund up to give a form of confirmation, bonds rarely lie. 

Chart Of The Day- May Day!

I was going to pass up the chance to have May WTI as the chart of the day was I?!  

 

Wheel this out every time someone tells you crude is trading negative. Front paper that

nobody is trading is, Ti that is the active month, certainly isn’t.

https://twitter.com/moved_average


 

That’s not to say that it won’t! Who knows what’s instore for the landlocked grade. 

WuFlu Update 

 

DEATHS AND INFECTIONS

 

according to a Reuters tally as of 0200 GMT on Tuesday, with U.S. President Donald Trump

saying he will suspend all immigration into the country. 

 

AMERICAS

* A Reuters tally as of 0200 GMT on Tuesday showed U.S. coronavirus deaths topping

42,300, while more than 780,000 people were infected. 

 

* U.S. President Donald Trump said on Monday he will suspend all immigration into the United

States temporarily through an executive order.  

 

* Trump also said he was working with state governors to make sure they had the resources

needed to ramp up testing, while the U.S. Congress inched toward a $450 billion deal to help

small businesses and hospitals.

* The World Health Organization said easing of lockdowns must be gradual.  

 

* Residents of a suburban New York City county sued the WHO, accusing it of gross

negligence in covering up and responding to the pandemic.  

 

* Connecticut on Monday reported the state's highest one-day totals for confirmed cases and

deaths due to new classifications from federal regulators, while a study of Los Angeles

Country residents suggested the rate of infection may be 40 times higher than confirmed

cases.  

 

* Argentina is set to widen an economic aid package to 850 billion pesos ($12.9 billion).  

 

* Brazil is discussing with its main airlines to further reduce an already minimal flight schedule,

three sources told Reuters, while President Jair Bolsonaro hopes this would be the last week

of stay-at-home measures.  

 

* Colombia will extend its coronavirus quarantine until May 11.  

 

* Panama registered 191 new cases and 10 deaths on Monday, bringing total cases to 4,658

and the death toll to 136.  

 

* Mexico and Haiti have detected infections among migrants deported recently from the

United States.  

 

EUROPE 

 

* Germany's confirmed cases rose by 1,785 to 143,457.  

 

* President Vladimir Putin said Russia had managed to slow the spread of the coronavirus but

warned the peak still lay ahead after confirmed infections surged past 47,000.  

 

* German Chancellor Angela Merkel signalled readiness to finance economic recovery in

Europe from the pandemic through a bigger European Union budget and the issuance of joint

debt via the European Commission.  

 



* The spread of the coronavirus in Spain seems to be slowing despite more than 200,000

people now having been infected.  

 

* Police and youths clashed for a second night in a low-income Paris suburb on Sunday as

strict lockdown rules threaten a fragile social peace in deprived areas.  

 

* Britain needs to be sure that any lifting or easing of social distancing measures does not

lead to a second wave of the coronavirus outbreak, a spokesman for Prime Minister Boris

Johnson said.  

 

ASIA-PACIFIC 

 

* The WHO said it is not possible to determine the precise source of the new coronavirus at

this stage.  

 

* Hong Kong's government will extend social restrictions for another 14 days.  

 

* Thailand, which recorded 19 new cases, said its customs-based exports in March

unexpectedly increased 4.17% from a year earlier.  

 

* Indonesia will ban the mass exodus tradition, locally known as 'mudik,' at the end of the

Muslim fasting month in May.  

 

* Australia will relax restrictions on elective surgeries after slowing the spread of coronavirus,

while students in New South Wales will start returning to school next month in much larger

numbers.  

 

* The Reserve Bank of New Zealand plans to ease mortgage restrictions as a response to the

economic downturn from the pandemic.  

 

* Singapore's health ministry confirmed an additional 1,426 cases of the COVID-19 infection, a

record daily jump.  

 

MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA

* Shopping malls and bazaars reopened in Iran despite warnings by health officials that a new

wave of infections could ripple through the country.  

 

* The coronavirus crisis is stirring anti-Semitism around the world, fuelled by centuries-old lies

that Jews are spreading infection, researchers in Israel said.  

 

* South Africa will increase welfare provision to help poor households suffering because of a

lockdown.  

 

* Kuwait will extend the suspension of work in the public sector until May 31 and expand a

nationwide curfew to 16 hours, a government spokesman said.  

 

* Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan said a four-day lockdown would be imposed in 31 cities

from Thursday.  

 

ECONOMIC FALLOUT

* U.S. crude oil bounced back into positive territory on Tuesday, but a historic plunge below

zero rattled investors and triggered the steepest drop in Asian stock markets in a month.  

 

* Containment measures are hitting Germany's services and the retail sector especially hard,

the finance ministry said.  

 



* Australia may have lost three quarters of a million jobs between mid-March and early April

when large chunks of the economy were shut down.  

 

* Virgin Australia Holdings Ltd VAH.AX succumbed to third-party led restructuring that could

lead to a sale.  

 

* For the first time since September 2004, no merger and acquisition deal worth more than $1

billion was announced worldwide last week, according to Refinitiv.  

Headline Roundup

U.S. Oil Costs Less Than Zero After a Sharp Monday Selloff 

 

U.S. oil futures plunged below zero for the first time Monday, a chaotic demonstration of the

dwindling capacity to store all the crude that the world’s stalled economy would otherwise be

using. 

 

The price of a barrel of West Texas Intermediate crude to be delivered in May, which closed

at $18.27 a barrel on Friday, ended Monday at negative $37.63. That effectively means that

sellers must pay buyers to take barrels off their hands. 

 

The historic low price reflects uncertainty about what buyers would even do with a barrel of

crude in the near term. Refineries, storage facilities, pipelines and even ocean tankers have

filled up rapidly since billions of people around the world began sheltering in place to slow the

spread of the deadly coronavirus. 

 

Prices remain in positive territory for barrels to be delivered in June. In the most actively

traded U.S. futures contract, crude for June delivery lost 18% on Monday to close at $20.43,

while oil due to be delivered to the main U.S. trading hub in Oklahoma in November ended at

around $31.66. 

 

Monday’s trading was exacerbated by the looming expiration of the May futures contract on

Tuesday. The price of oil futures converge with the price of actual barrels of oil as the delivery

date of the contracts approach. 

 

Contract expiration also flushes out speculators who have no intention to take delivery of

barrels of crude. Exchange-traded funds, which control a large number of futures contracts,

are among those that must sell at expiration. The forced selling adds downward pressure to

prices. 

 

At a press briefing Monday, President Trump said his administration again was exploring

taking oil off the market by pumping barrels into the Strategic Petroleum Reserve. “This is a

great time to buy oil,” he said. 

 

Though producers from Alberta, Canada to Midland, Texas are racing to shut in productive

wells, they haven’t been able to close off the spigot fast enough to avoid what energy

executives have been referring to as “hitting tank tops” and running out of places to store

crude and petroleum products, such as gasoline and jet fuel. 

 

Even before the price went negative, the spreads between oil to be delivered now and later

were at record levels, presenting a rare opportunity for traders, who are filling up tankers with

crude and setting them adrift. “If you can find storage, you can make good money,” said Reid

I’Anson, economist for market-data firm Kpler Inc. 

 

Lease rates have soared for very large crude carriers, the 2-million-barrel high-seas

behemoths known as VLCCs. 



 

The average day rate for a VLCC on a six-month contract is about $100,000, up from $29,000

a year ago, according to Jefferies analyst Randy Giveans. Yearlong contracts are about

$72,500 a day, compared with $30,500 a year ago. Spot charter rates have risen sixfold, to

nearly $150,000 a day. 

 

Stress Endures in Market Where Big Companies Turn for Cash 

 

The normally staid corner of Wall Street where companies and banks borrow money for days

or weeks at a time was suddenly at the center of a near financial meltdown last month. Some

fund managers are concerned that problems remain despite the quick work of central banks

to ease the funding strains. 

 

Known as commercial paper, this more than $1 trillion market of short-term loans, used by

companies to cover expenses such as payroll and paying suppliers, froze during March’s

coronavirus-induced mayhem. 

 

One problem, say market participants: Trading was dominated by a limited cast of big

investors who were seeking to sell big slugs of commercial paper through a smaller number

of banks that arrange the financing, known as dealers. This led to bottlenecks. 

 

“Like eight elephants trying to fit through three small doors,” said David Callahan, head of the

money-market management team at Lombard Odier Investment Managers. 

 

The Federal Reserve acted on March 17 to prop up money-market funds, the main investors in

commercial paper. A Fed lending facility was immediately used by Goldman Sachs Group Inc.

and Bank of New York Mellon Corp. to swap commercial paper held in funds they managed in

exchange for cash. 

 

The extent of the freeze shocked money-market fund managers. “Like: Wait a minute, you

don’t have a bid on anything?” said Tim Robey, manager of Eaton Vance’s in-house money-

market fund, which manages spare cash on behalf of the investment firm’s wider group of

mutual funds. 

 

Although trading has restarted, commercial-paper borrowing rates remain elevated. In late

February, highly rated banks and companies would pay a few tenths of a percent more than

base interest rates to borrow for three months. Those rates spiked to more than 2 percentage

points in March, higher than the 1.5-percentage-point peak in 2008, during the last financial

crisis, according to Goldman Sachs analysts. Rates have remained volatile, but as of Friday

settled at about 1.1 percentage points. 

 

With commercial-paper markets closed off, companies looked elsewhere for cash. Some

raised longer-term debt in the bond markets, which can be more costly. Others, such as

Boeing Co. and Anheuser-Busch InBev SA, drew on credit lines, a form of backup borrowing.

The unexpected rush of credit-line borrowing taxed banks’ balance sheets, limiting how much

they could lend elsewhere. 

 

It also matters for the wider financial system. Banks are paying higher rates on the commercial

paper and similar instruments that they use to borrow money short term. This leads directly to

high levels of Libor, the London interbank offered rate, the benchmark in setting borrowing

costs on trillions of dollars in mortgages, commercial loans and derivatives. 

 

UK Braced For Lengthy Recession Due To Virus Fear Factor 

 

The Bank of England and the Treasury are braced for a prolonged UK economic slump after

the coronavirus lockdown restrictions are lifted, amid fears swaths of the population will be

reluctant to ramp up spending or go back to work. 

 



Ben Broadbent, deputy BoE governor, said on Monday that a 35 per cent contraction in

Britain’s economy in the second quarter predicted by the Office for Budget Responsibility did

not look unrealistic and warned that escaping the downturn might not be easy. 

 

“We will have to think about whether behavioural responses of people mean that even if the

government-imposed lockdown is lifted, demand may remain weak in some areas just out of

people’s natural caution,” he added. 

 

Mr Broadbent noted in an online presentation to businesses that some industries such as

construction had halted activity despite there being no government requirement for them to

do so. 

 

The fear among sections of the population of catching Covid-19 after the lockdown is lifted

has become a big topic of discussion inside the government, reflected in growing concerns in

the Treasury that Britain is heading into a prolonged “U-shaped” recession. 

 

Kim Jong Un Was in Critical Condition After Surgery, U.S. Official Says 

 

The U.S. is seeking details about Kim Jong Un’s health after receiving information that the

North Korean leader was in critical condition after undergoing cardiovascular surgery last

week, U.S. officials said. 

 

The Trump administration wasn’t sure of Kim’s current condition, said the officials, who asked

not to be identified. One of the officials said the White House was told that Kim underwent

surgery last week and took a turn for the worse. 

 

 

 

Bad News Just Won’t Stop Coming for the Pound

 

Still sore from the worst first-quarter drubbing since 2013, the pound now faces further gloom

in the form of a familiar menace -- Brexit. 

 

Sterling may be in for more turbulence as Britain and the European Union resume talks over

their future trading relationship -- a process already troubled by the U.K.’s refusal to budge on

an end-2020 deadline despite the coronavirus crisis. 

 

While some foreign-exchange strategists are betting the pandemic will support the currency

by underlining the benefits of a split from the EU, pound pessimism is increasing on fears the

final divorce terms will be messy. Analysts at Rabobank, Mizuho Bank Ltd. and Royal Bank of

Canada see the U.K. currency extending losses in the coming months amid heightened Brexit

uncertainty 

 

Investors fear that a failure to get a trade deal will add to the troubles of the U.K. economy,

which is already exposed to severe damage from the pandemic. As Britain’s refusal to

extending the deadline persists, officials say they have made little progress -- only identifying

the major areas of disagreement so far. 

 

“Up until now, the foreign-exchange world has largely been dollar-driven” amid the virus

outbreak, said Ned Rumpeltin, European head of currency strategy at Toronto-Dominion

Bank. “The return of Brexit risks could become a differentiator for sterling -- beyond the direct

impact of the virus.” 

 

The U.K. currency has already dropped about 6% against the dollar this year to around

$1.2460, and around 3% versus the euro to 87.20 pence. Its 6.3% loss against the greenback

during the January-March period was the biggest first-quarter loss since 2013. 

 

From Bad to Worse



 

Rabobank expects sterling to fall over 4% in the next three months to $1.19, but sees it 

rebounding toward $1.26 by year-end if a deal is reached, according to head of currency 

strategy Jane Foley. The pound may drop below $1.20 before the end-June time limit for 

requesting a Brexit-deadline delay, according to Neil Jones, head of foreign-exchange sales 

to financial institutions at Mizuho Bank. 

 

Royal Bank of Canada’s Adam Cole sees it falling about 3% to 90 pence per euro by mid-year 

and to 92 pence by year-end. Option prices show traders are seeking refuge against a drop in 

the pound against the dollar over the week ahead. 

 

Brexit sent the pound on a roller-coaster ride last year too -- it fell on fears of a no-deal 

outcome, before rallying in late 2019 as Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s decisive election 

victory ended a domestic political deadlock. 

 

Yet those moves have paled in comparison with this year’s swings. Sterling plunged to its 

lowest level against the dollar in over three decades in March as the shocks caused by the 

coronavirus rippled through global markets. 

CIRCUIT BREAKERS (Apr 21)

Hard upside or downside limit of 5% during non-US hours in Futures, 7%, 13% and 20% circuit

breakers in US Futures during US hours

*E-MINI S&P: 

 

During non-US trading hours 

 

Jun' 20 (M0 Futures) – Hard upside or downside limit of 5% from 1800EDT/2200GMT to

0930EDT/1330GMT (2673.00 downside/ 2955.00 upside) 

During US trading hours (Futures) 

 

Futures have no limit up 

Limit Down (M0 Futures) 

 

Level 1: 7% fall to 2616.50 

Level 2: 13% drop to 2447.00 

Level 3: 20% decline to 2249.50 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

*NASDAQ 

 

During non-US trading hours 

 

Jun' 20 (M0 Futures) – Hard upside or downside limit of 5% from 1800EDT/2200GMT to

0930EDT/1330GMT (8279.00 downside/ 9151.50 upside) 

During US trading hours (Futures) 

 

Futures have no limit up 

Limit Down (M0 Futures) 

 

Level 1: 7% fall to 8104.50 

Level 2: 13% drop to 7581.00 

Level 3: 20% decline to 6970.00 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 



*DOW JONES: 

 

During non-US trading hours 

 

Jun'20 (M0 Futures) – Hard upside or downside limit of 5% from 1800EDT/2200GMT to

0930EDT/1330GMT (22356 downside/ 24720 upside) 

During US trading hours (Futures) 

 

Futures have no limit up 

Limit Down (M0 Futures) 

 

Level 1: 7% fall to 21883 

Level 2: 13% drop to 20464 

Level 3: 20% decline to 18808 

Model Portfolio
 

As mentioned above, I’m walking back the idea of a long crude play, though it will likely be in

Brent rather than WTI anyway, I would still like two see how the next 24hrs plays out. 

 

US bonds wise, I still like the idea of being long (really like the idea), but I’m not chasing, will

look to purchase on a pullback and if I don’t get a pullback so be it. 

Of course, check @PiQViP for any updates throughout the day.

https://twitter.com/piqvip


Looking Ahead
 

German Zew obviously the highlight of the day on the data release front, and this evening we

see the US Crude API data where we expect to see yet another massive build in inventories. 

 

Speakers/events wise, plenty is going on in Brussels and Europe in General as politicians try

to tackle both Brexit and CV19 Fiscal Stimulus, there should be plenty of sound bites to keep

up entertained.  

 

Have a great day. Keep it tight! 



Today's Earnings
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